
   

  

 [Platinum] Hokkaido丨Sapporo + Noboribetsu + 

Onuma + Hakodate + Touyako + Otaru 7 Days 5 

Nights Tour  

    

Product information 

Tour No. CTSCTS7   

Departure city Sapporo   

Destination Sapporo Way location Hokkaido 

Travel days 7 Day 5 Night Transportation Vehicle  

Airport pick-up/drop-off Airport pick-up Airport drop-off  

    

Product price 

Single occupancy：$1999 / Person 

Including balance: Total amount for all people 2029 

Number of rooms:1;The number of tourist:1; 

Basic price:1 x 1999 = 1999 

【6天】燃油附加費:1 x 30 = 30 

Double occupancy：$1499 / Person 

Including balance: Total amount for all people 3058 

Number of rooms:1;The number of tourist:2; 

Basic price:2 x 1499 = 2998 

【6天】燃油附加費:2 x 30 = 60 

    

Departure date 

 Starting from 01/13/2023: Friday  

    

Highlights 

  

  

. Travel with us on a delightful eight-day tour with our Chinese speaking tour guides! Attraction tickets and tips are all 

included in the price. 

  

  

. Stay in a four-star or five-star hotel throughout the entire journey! Two nights in Hakodate-Onuma Prince Hotel, one 

night in Touyako Hot Spring Hotel, three nights in Sapporo. 



  

  

. Enjoy delicious Japanese food: Hot Spring Cuisine, Hakodate Seafood Covered Rice, Shishou Pot Cuisine, Otaru Sushi  

Set Food, and Farewell Dinner: try the three crab (king crab, pine leaf crab, hairy crab) buffet set meal and various 

delicacies made with seasonal materials. 

  

  

. The highlight of visiting Hokkaido: experience the characteristics of sulfur hot springs in the smoke of the crater ruins " 

Noboribetsu Jigokudani", the first star fortress city in Japan "Goryokaku Park", the "Hakodate Mountain Night View", 

one of the three night views in the world, and the "Showa Shinzan Bear Ranch" close contact with 160 pure Hokkaido 

brown bears, the "Otaru", the most beautiful city in Japan, The Shiroi Koibito Park, the production and exhibition 

place of the White Lover, and the Sapporo Clock Tower. 

  

  

. The cultural heritage of Hokkaido, the Sapporo Beer Garden, is located at the end of the "Internet Red Bafanzaka" 

road. The "Hachiman-zaka Slope" is a large seafood market with local characteristics. The " Hakodate Morning 

Market" guards Hokkaido as the god of Hokkaido development and the kingdom in the fairy tale world of the "Forest 

Elf Balcony". 

  

  

. The unique "soft soup" of Touyako Hot Spring, a village of 100 selected hot springs, is a spring with pure and broken 

sources, which will surely make you relax and relax, wear Japanese style bathrobes, and enjoy the feeling of harmony 

with the wind. 

  

  

    

Join / leave point 

Boarding location 

New Chitose Airport (CTS) ； 

Free pick-up time: 14:00, 18:00 and 21:00. This time is the time for the guests to meet with our staff after picking up 

their luggage at the baggage claim area of the airline they are taking. 

    

Drop-off location 

New Chitose Airport (CTS) ； 

Our staff only provides one drop-off service from the hotel at 8:00 in the morning. If the guest has an early flight and 

needs to leave the hotel before 8 o'clock to the airport, please transfer to the ariport by your own transportation. 



    

Tour introduction 

Day 1 Home - Airplane - Sapporo, Japan 

All day   

Begin your amazing and unforgettable journey with us today by taking a plane ride to Sapporo, Japan.  

 

    

    

Day 2 Sapporo 

All day   

Today you will arrive in Sapporo, Japan. The tour guide will be waiting for you at the airport. After receiving you, you 

will be arranged to check in at the hotel to rest and recharge for the next wonderful journey. You can freely arrang e 

your own day, the following is the recommended itinerary for your reference. You can go to Tanukikoji or Susukino Fun 

Street by yourself. 

  

Free pick-up airport: New Chitose Airport (CTS) 

Free pick-up time: 14:00, 18:00 and 21:00. This time is the time for the guests to meet with our staff after picking up 

their luggage at the baggage claim area of the airline they are taking. 

Three meals at your own expense. 

 

    

All day   

Tanukikoji Shopping Street 

Sapporo Tanukikoji Shoten is one of the oldest shopping streets in Hokkaido and celebrated its 145th anniversary in 

2018 (Meiji 6). In addition, it is one of the largest shopping districts, with a total length of 900m for seven blocks and a 

full-covered arcade with about 200 stores. The current arcade from 1-chome to 6-chome is the second generation 

(completed in 1982), and it is a long arcade that covers the intersecting roads except for the national highway.  

 

Susukino 

Susukino is Sapporo’s main entertainment area, so many of Sapporo’s best restaurants, bars, cafes, clubs, cinemas, 

karaoke parlors, and hotels are located here. 

 

 

    

Night   

Hotel：Sapporo Prince Hotel Or Premier Hotel -Tsubaki- Sapporo Or Same level 

    



    

Day 3 Sapporo - Vehicle - Noboribetsu - Vehicle - Onuma 

All day   

After breakfast at the hotel, we will drive to the Shiroi Koibito Park, where you can not only visit, but also make white 

lovers' chocolate cookies. Come and experience the fun of making chocolate with us! Then we will go to Noboribetsu 

Jigokudani, There are many gushing holes and fumaroles along the valley, and the scenery of bubbling and boiling is 

thought to be "hell where demons live", which is the origin of the name Jigokudani. The strange landscape of the 

volcano valley must be unforgettable! Finally, we will go to the Ōnuma Quasi-National Park for sightseeing. The park is 

a paradise for nature lovers, with a wide range of wild animals, dense green forests and abundant leisure activities.  

  

Itinerary: 

Sapporo → Noboribetsu → Shiroi Koibito Park (60 mins) → Noboribetsu Jigokudani (60 mins)  → Onuma → Ōnuma 

Quasi-National Park (60 mins)  

  

Special Notes: 

1. During the maple leaf season from late September to late October,  if you cannot go to Noboribetsu Jigokudani due 

to weather, you will go to 登別奧羅富紅葉 instead. 

 

    

All day   

Shiroi Koibito Park 

Shiroi Koibito Park in Sapporo, Hokkaido is a chocolate entertainment park operated by a Japanese confectionery 

manufacturer which produces Shiroi Koibito one of the famous sweets in Japan. The park is a beautiful world where 

British and Hokkaido cultures merge. If you are with family, partner or if you like sweets, come and check out the 

delicious and fun Shiroi Koibito Park. 

 

Noboribetsu Jigokudani 

Noboribetsu Jigokudani is an explosion crater with a diameter of about 450m and an area of about 11ha created by the 

eruption of Mt. Hiyori . 

There are many gushing holes and fumaroles along the valley, and the scenery of bubbling and boiling is thought to be 

"hell where demons live", which is the origin of the name Jigokudani. To put it simply, there are many gushing holes 

and fumaroles in the valley, and the way the steam rises up to the point where it boils so much that it blocks your view 

is like a hellscape where demons live, which is the origin of the name.  In Noboribetsu Jigokudani , 10,000 tons of 

various kinds of hot springs are pumped out from here every day , and are supplied to hotels and inns in the 

surrounding hot spring town. 

 

 or  

登別奧羅富紅葉嶺 



登別奧羅富紅葉嶺海拔1231米，在絕對的高度下鳥瞰四周，視角之廣在日本罕見。近看滿山白樺樹的白色枝幹

和深淺不一的紅葉形成強烈對比，遠眺羊蹄山、洞爺湖等雄壯風景，迷人景色叫人意猶未盡。 

 

Ōnuma Quasi-National Park 

Onuma Quasi-National Park shows the most beautiful appearance, and you can feel the shine of the three new views of 

Japan during the autumn leaves season from mid-October to early November. In addition, there are spots around the 

area where you can see the autumn leaves, such as the Shirotai Ranch. Please enjoy beautiful competitions such as 

maple, kashiwa, and Nara. 

 

 

    

Night   

Hotel：Hakodate-Onuma Prince Hotel Or Hakodate Kokusai Hotel Or Same level 

    

    

Day 4 Ōnuma - Vehicle - Hakodate - Vehicle - Ōnuma 

All day   

After breakfast, we will first drive to Goryokaku Park. Cherry trees are planted in the park, is a park blessed with nature. 

You can enjoy walking around through beautiful scenery in four seasons: Cherry blossoms in spring, green trees in 

summer, autumn leaves in fall and snow in winter. It is a great beauty that can't be missed! Then go to Hakodate 

Morning Market, one of the very lively markets in Hokkaido. The shops with strong market style Chaoshi are very busy 

from morning to noon. You can buy fresh aquatic products here and eat them in seafood restaurants. Then we we will 

go to Motomachi Park for sightseeing. There are many historically valuable things such as Gérard's water house ruins 

and Yamate 80th building ruins. It is a beautiful scenic line of Hakodate. Following, we we will go to Kanemori Red Brick 

Warehouse, one of the signs of Hakodate Bay area. After that, we will go to Hachiman-zaka Slope. The sea is at the end 

of the street lamp. The night scene is more beautiful when the lamp is on at night. In the evening, we will go to Mount 

Hakodate to enjoy the beautiful night view. Standing on the observation platform, you can look at Hakodate Port and 

the market.  

  

Itinerary: 

Ōnuma → Hakodate → Goryokaku Park (30 mins) → Hakodate Morning Market (90 mins) → Motomachi Park (40 

mins) → Kanemori Red Brick Warehouse (30 mins) → Hachiman-zaka Slope (30 mins) → Mount Hakodate ( 60 mins) 

→ Ōnuma 

  

Special Notes: 

1. Cherry Blossom in Goryokaku Park: from late April to mid May, the landscape is affected by the real-time weather 

and climate. Please refer to the actual situation. Please understand.  

2. Wisteria vine with Goryokaku Park: from the middle of May to the late of June, the landscape is affected by the real-

time weather and climate. Please take the actual situation as the criterion. Please understand.  



3. It's windy and cold at night on the Mount Hakodate. Please remember to bring warm clothes and hats.  

4. In case of the annual maintenance, weather or other force majeure factors that make it impossible to take the aerial 

ropeway, take a special bus to the mountain. 

 

    

All day   

Goryokaku Park 

The Site of Goryokaku Fort, designated as a national special historic site, is a park blessed with nature. You can enjoy 

walking around through beautiful scenery in four seasons: Cherry blossoms in spring, green trees in summer, autumn 

leaves in fall and snow in winter. The observation floors of adjacent Goryokaku Tower command a sweeping view of the 

huge star-shaped fort. 

 

Hakodate Morning Market 

The Japanese port town elegance, and landscape is right here! Seafood starting with crabs and salmon, produce direct 

from the farms, super fresh foodstuff is for sale in Hokkaido. Fresh seafood is brought in in the morning. After midday 

however, it's not uncommon for things to be sold out. An ideal strategy would be to visit the morning market as early 

as you can. Shopping at the Hakodate morning market is a lot of fun! 

 

Motomachi Park 

A green park in the Yamate district of Yokohama. You can enjoy the cherry blossoms in spring, and the waterscape 

creates a cool space in summer. In the park, there are many historically valuable things such as Gérard's water house 

ruins and Yamate 80th building ruins. In addition, there are the Yamate 234 building of the Yokohama Yamate Western-

style building, the Ehrismann House, and the Berwick Hall, all of which can be visited for free. In addition, sports 

facilities such as a municipal swimming pool and an archery range are also attached, a nd many citizens use them. 

 

Kanemori Red Brick Warehouse 

The Kanemori Red Brick Warehouse is a commercial complex consisting of four facilities, which were built after 

renovating an old red brick warehouse built in 1909. Kanemori Red Brick Warehouse, the first commercial warehouse in 

Hakodate, has witnessed the history of the city through its warehousing business. As one of the symbols of the 

Hakodate bay area that still reminds us much of the early days of the shipping industry, Kanemori Red Brick Warehous e 

will continue to witness the history of Hakodate forever and offer every visitor a beautiful, unforgettable time.  

 

Hachiman-zaka Slope 

Named for the Hakodate Hachiman Shrine, which has since moved. It's known for its splendid rows of trees and its 

views of Hakodate Bay with the Seikan Ferry Memorial Ship “Mashu-maru” in the distance. 

 

Mount Hakodate 

Mount Hakodate is a 334 meter high, wooded mountain at the southern end of the peninsula on which much of central 



Hakodate is located. On clear days and nights, in particular, the views from the mountain are spectacular and included 

among Japan's three best night views alongside the views from Nagasaki's Mount Inasa and Kobe's Mount Rokko.  

 

 

    

Night  Dinner 

Dinner included         

 

Hakodate Seafood Covered Rice 

    

Night   

Hotel：Hakodate-Onuma Prince Hotel Or Hakodate Kokusai Hotel Or Same level 

    

    

Day 5 Onuma - Vehicle - Lake Toya 

All day   

Today we will bid farewell to Onuma and head to the beautiful Lake Toya. First, we will go to visit Shōwa -shinzan, which 

is still climbing high slowly. You can feel the vitality of the active volcano at a close distance here. The bear ranch 

nearby can't be missed. There are more than one hundred brown bears in the ranch, who are very cute and charming. 

They know how to use various tricks to beg for food from tourists. Then follow us to go to Toyako Onsen, one of the 

most famous hot springs in Japan. The hot spring rich in various minerals will help you relax. Finally, we will take a visit 

to the Toyako Sairo Tenbodai near the Lake Toya to see the beautiful scenery of the surrounding lakes and mountains.  

 

Itinerary: 

Onuma → Shōwa-shinzan (40 mins) → Showa Shinzan Bear Ranch (60 mins) → Toyako Onsen (30 mins) → Toyako 

Sairo Tenbodai (60 mins) 

 

    

All day   

Shōwa-shinzan 

Showa Shinzan Bear Ranch 

There are hundreds of brown bears in the Showa Shinzan Bear Ranch. The ranch area is large, and brown bears are 

divided into several relatively fixed areas according to their ages. At the entrance of each ranch, there is a food counter 

for brown bears. You can buy apples, cookies and other foods here to experience the fun of feeding bears. Some bears 

will stand with their back paws and wave to you with their front paws when they see the food in your hand. Others will 

bow to you. Others will simply lie on the ground and do some funny actions to attract attention.  

 

Toyako Onsen 

Toyako Onsen, one of the three major landscapes in Hokkaido, has formed an excellent hot spring area because of the 



frequent eruption of volcanoes. Toyako Onsen is a weak salt hot spring that moistens and refreshes the skin. It is also 

effective for gastrointestinal diseases and chronic muscle rheumatism. In this place, you can also overlook the Yangti 

Mountain, known as "Shrimp Feet Fuji", to relax your body and relieve your mood. 

 

Toyako Sairo Tenbodai 

Toyako Sairo Tenbodai is the best place to take a panoramic shot of Lake Toya. The nearby water and distant mountains 

are very touching. Here you can enjoy all the natural landscapes around Lake Toya. 

 

 

    

Afternoon  Lunch 

Lunch included         

 

Ishikari-nabe 

    

Night  Dinner 

Dinner included         

 

Hot Spring Cuisine 

    

Night   

Hotel：Toyako Manseikaku Hotel Lakeside Terrace Or Toya Sun Palace Resort & Spa Or Same level  

    

    

Day 6 Lake Toya - Vehicle - Otaru - Vehicle - Sapporo 

All day   

Today, we will first go to the oldest canal in Hokkaido, the Otaru Canal. It is the symbol of the pioneering history of 

Hokkaido, also famous for the movie Love Letter. Then follow us and visit the Marchen Intersection, drop by the Kitaichi 

Glass Crystal Kan and the Otaru Orgel Museum. Whether you walk on the street, or enjoy the retro exquisite octave 

boxes and handmade glass products, you can feel the beauty of being in the fairytale world. You can also sit in 

Ginnokane for a while and enjoy delicious afternoon tea. After reluctantly saying goodbye to Otaru, we will drive back 

to Sapporo. The Former Hokkaido Government Office made of red bricks and the white Sapporo Clock Tower are 

various under the background of different seasons and weathers. Finally, we will go to the bustling Sapporo Odori Park, 

where there are many festivals throughout the year, which will surely satisify you! 

 

Itinerary: 

Dongye Lake → Otaru → Otaru Canal (60 mins) → Kitaichi Glass Crystal Kan (20 mins) → Otaru Orgel Museum (20 

mins) → Marchen Intersection (20 mins) → Ginnokane (30 mins) → Sapporo → Former Hokkaido Government Office 

(30 mins) → Sapporo Clock Tower (20 mins) → Sapporo Odori Park (30 mins) 



 

    

All day   

Otaru Canal 

The Otaru Canal is a landmark landscape in Hokkaido. It is famous for the film Love Letter. The four seasons are 

different, especially in winter. At the beginning of its opening, the canal was used to load and unload goods. Now the 

banks of the canal have been transformed into various handicraft shops. Kerosene street lamps and antique brick 

warehouses along the canal are very retro. Many artists are painting and taking photos on the bank.  

 

Kitaichi Glass Crystal Kan 

Kitaichi Glass Crystal Kan is known as the "Glass Workshop". In addition to the original glass products in Japan, there are 

many glass products from the rest of world, each of which is exquisite and quaint. 

 

Otaru Orgel Museum 

Music box is one of the famous products of Otaru. Otaru Orgel Museum is not only a popular souvenir shop, but also 

the oldest and largest music box museum in Japan. There are more than 3000 kinds of music boxes from all over the 

world, including many traditional music boxes that can hardly be seen on the market. The modeling is very diversified, 

and it is intoxicating to wander around in the music box. 

 

Marchen Intersection 

The intersection where the Otaru Orgel Museum is located is called the "Marchen Intersection", which is a typical 

street view of Otaru. On both sides of the street, there are many European style buildings, just like a fairy tale world. 

 

Ginnokane 

The building is two floors high. On the first floor, small bottles of souvenirs and food are sold. On the second floor, 

there is a coffee shop and customers can take away the cup as a souvenir when they finish their tea. 

 

Former Hokkaido Government Office 

Sapporo Clock Tower 

Founded in 1878, Sapporo Clock Tower is the martial arts arena of Sapporo Agricultural School, the predecessor of 

Hokkaido University. It is also one of the few American buildings preserved in Hokkaido today. As a symbol of the 

introduction of western education in Japan in the 19th century and the Kaizen period in Hokkaido, the bell ringing 

lasted for more than 100 years. It has been designated as an important cultural property of Japan, and has become one 

of the symbols of Sapporo.  

 

Sapporo Odori Park 

Sapporo Odori Park is located in the center of Sapporo and runs from east to west. There are many urban sculptures, 

fountains, lilac trees and locust trees in the park. The Sapporo TV Tower and Sapporo Museum are also located in the 



park. The park is also the host place of various festivals, such as YOSAKOI Sorang Festival, outdoor beer garden festival 

in summer and Sapporo snow festival. 

 

 

    

Afternoon  Lunch 

Lunch included         

 

Fixed sushi 

    

Night  Dinner 

Dinner included         

 

Farewell Dinner (Three Crabs to Eat) 

    

Night   

Hotel：Sapporo Prince Hotel Or Premier Hotel -Tsubaki- Sapporo Or Same level 

    

    

Day 7 Sapporo - Vehicle - Home 

All day   

Today we will be the end of our unforgettable and pleasant journey of Japan! You can book a suitable flight to leave 

New Chitose Airport (CTS) according to your needs. Our staff only provides one drop-off service from the hotel at 8:00 

in the morning. If the guest has an early flight and needs to leave the hotel before 8 o'clock to the airport, please 

transfer to the ariport by your own transportation. 

 

    

    

  

  

Cost Description 

Cost includes 

1. Two nights in Hakodate-Onuma Prince Hotel, one night in Touyako Hot Spring Hotel, two nights in a five-star hotel in 

Sapporo. 

  

  



2. Chinese-speaking tour guide. 

  

  

3. Professional driver and vehicle. 

  

  

4. In-hotel breakfast and five special meals listed in the itenerary. 

  

  

5. Admission tickets listed in the itinerary: Shiroi Koibito Park, Mount Hakodate Ropeway, Showa Shinzan Bear Ranch.  

 

 

Cost excludes 

1. Partial lunch and dinner in the itinerary. 

  

  

2. Flight tickets, taxes, visa fees and passport processing fees.  

  

  

3. Person fees such as laundry, haircut, telephone, fax, pay TV, drinks, tips and any additional expenses inside the 

hotel.  

  

  

4. Any personal expenses that are not listed in the Fees Included. 

 

 

  

Know Before You Book 

Know Before You Book 

1. Customer under 18 years old MUST be accompanied by at least one adult. A guardian traveling with children must 

provide proof of custody or notarized parental authorization for travel.  

2. Please be sure to provide accurate and complete information upon booking. This includes name, gender, valid 

documents (passport, visa etc.), valid contact information (preferably a mobile phone), accurate flight information, tour 

location, etc., This helps to avoid any errors upon the reservation because errors affect travel. Any losses due to 

inaccurate or invalid information will be at your own cost and the company will not be held responsible. 

3. Hotel accommodation in Japan is arranged in a two-person room, and the room type cannot be specified. During the 

consecutive holiday period in Japan, the hotel is very nervous. If the room is full, some hotels have the right to upgrade 



the guest to a single room for one person for free, or adjust the order of hotel check-in, hotel area, hotel level, etc. In 

addition, each hotel has a different method of charging the deposit, which requires the cooperation of the group guests 

according to different regulations. Seagull guarantees the number of rooms for guests, but does not guarantee the 

specific room type and location. 

4. This tour does not accept any City Pass or your own tickets for any of the attractions. Tour attraction admission 

charges and meal expenses are subject to change at any time without notification. Any purchased ticket cannot be 

refunded for lower prices. 

5. JUPITER LEGEND Corporation and Ctour Holiday have the right to make appropriate adjustments to the itinerary 

under the conditions of facilitating the operation for the tour group. This, however, will not reduce the items that 

should be included in the itinerary. 

6. During the actual trip, the tour guide or driver has the right to appropriately adjust the tour sequence, stay time or 

assembly time of scenic spots according to the weather, traffic, and other conditions to ensure the smooth progress of 

the trip. 

7. If the scenic spots are temporarily closed or closed on a particular holiday, etc., the tour guide will adjust the 

appearance according to the actual situation or replace the location with another scenic spot to ensure the richness of 

the itinerary.  

8. Normal health conditions are required to participate and enjoy our full itineraries. Contact us for specific policies or 

information regarding passengers with disabilities who do need to provide advance notification to make a reservation. 

JUPITER LEGEND Corporation and Ctour Holiday do not guarantee a wheelchair lift-equipped bus and/or seating 

availability to disabled passengers without prior notification and approval. 

9. Guests are required to bring their own relevant documents and materials required for entry or cross-border travel. 

Whether they can enter or leave the country is subject to the decision of the customs of each country. The inability to 

enter the country is a force majeure factor, and the paid tour fee will not be refunded.  

10. Due to the oil price soar and the cost of vehicle greatly increased, starting April 1, 2022, please be advised that all 

bus tours will be subject to an additional fuel surcharge of $5 per person per day, which will be paid together with the 

tour fees when you place the order.  

  

Know Before You Go 

1. The maximal waiting time for any late passengers is 10 minutes beyond the meeting time announced by the Tour 

Guide. While JUPITER LEGEND Corporation makes every effort to provide on-time service, it does not guarantee to 

arrive at or depart from any point.as a specific time, which may be affected by any number of factors including 

weather, traffic, strikes, government shutdowns, war or terrorist attacks, or mechanical prob- lems. JUPITER LEGEND 

Corporation is not liable for any inconvenience or expense caused as a result of such a delay, not liable for the expense 

of connecting air or train or bus service missed as a result of a delay and not liable for any other travel expense caused 

as a result of a delay. 

2. JUPITER LEGEND Corporation and Ctour Holiday reserve the right, when operating conditions require, transferring 

passengers from one vehicle to another en route. 

3. The following documents are recommended to make your check-in process smooth: A valid photo ID is required to 

board the bus; We recommend you bring a copy of the email confirmation to board the bus. 

4. According to the regulations of the Japan Tourism Bureau, during the group itinerary, tourists are not allowed to 



leave the group itinerary and move on their own, otherwise all the consequences will be at their own risk.  

5. Gift items in the itinerary that cannot be given away due to force majeure factors such as traffic and weather 

conditions or personal reasons may be subject to change. Please understand that the fees will not be refunded.  

6. Smoking is prohibited aboard the bus in accordance with law and prohibited in most hotel rooms. Customers are 

responsible for any penalty charged by the hotel in a non-smoking room. 

7. Pets and animals are not allowed on the vehicle. 

8. Luggage is subject to inspection when crossing international borders. You will be asked to declare any items subject 

to duty upon crossing the border. JUPITER LEGEND Corporation and Ctour Holiday are not responsible for any luggage 

crossing international borders. Passengers must claim all luggage at the border crossing point before proceeding. No 

luggage is allowed across the border unless claimed by a passenger. JUPITER LEGEND Corporation and Ctour Holiday 

will not provide free transportation to  

9. If there are free activities in the group itinerary, if guests have their own itinerary, please pay attention to financial 

and personal safety. Do not contact the local informal travel agency without permission for activities. If personal injury, 

legal liability or property damage, etc. arises from this, the guests shall bear the corresponding responsibility. 

10. According to Japan's national conditions, Japanese people are very aware of energy saving and environmental 

protection. In view of this, the driver also has requirements for the time to start the air conditioner of the tour  bus. 

Tourists may enter the tour bus after the tour and the temperature is not suitable. , please calm down and wait for the 

air conditioner to adjust the temperature, and understand the situation where it does not change.  

11. The items purchased by the guests themselves during the overseas itinerary belong to the personal consumption 

behavior of tourists. According to the Japanese Commodity Management Regulations, once the goods are sold, they 

will not be returned or exchanged. Please consider carefully before purchasing. If there is any product dispute or loss 

arising therefrom, the VIP shall be responsible for it, and the travel agency shall not bear any responsibility.  

  

  


